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Making sense of what makes engines go



JIM FELBINGER



B



lue skies and gentle winds were just the thing I needed for my private pilot flight test. The oral exam was the first order of business, and it was going as anticipated. The examiner set the tone of the questioning by starting with a question I was primed to answer—"Tell me all you know about the fuel system."



With assurance 1 said, "This airplane has 50 gallons of fuel aboard, 48 usable, and three fuel drains—one is the gascolator under the right side of the engine. The airplane uses 80/87 avgas, which is red." The examiner cut short my pleasure in the prepared answer by asking, "Oh, so you know about fuel coding?" Only then did my instructor's words echo in my mind— Sport Aviation
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"Never volunteer anything]" The examiner continued, "What color is 91/96?" Blue! "Okay, what color is 100/130?" Green! With a smirk, the examiner looked me in the eye and asked, "What's the color of 115/145?" "Purple!" I said confidently, almost shouting. And that was the



drogen. When these two atoms join to form a molecule, the pairing is a hydrocarbon. Carbon bonds four ways, which means it has four "handles" that other atoms can connect to. This includes a carbon-to-carbon bond that creates a molecule resembling a chain. Linking the carbon-hydrogen end of the fuel questions. bonds creates three different families As pilots we need to know about of molecules, straight chains, rings fuel systems, cross-feeds, sumps, fuel (chains with each end connected topumps, fuel color coding, and all the gether), and branched chain comother stuff meant to keep the air- pounds, and each family has its own plane healthy and airborne. But be- characteristics. yond its color coding, just how Engines in the horseless carriage much do we know about the fuel we days ran on straight chain gasoline. burn in the pursuit of aviation? Technically it was called "straight My guess is that few of us have run gasoline" because it was a light thought about the fluid coursing fraction of the distillation of crude through our fuel systems and en- oil that ran straight off the distillagines. At the time of my private



tion unit into a tank. A characteristic of straight chain hydrocarbons is that they have low octane numbers (the burning quality of gasoline—the higher the number the better it burns). One oil refiner included the octane number of its gasoline—66—in the company name. Straight chain saturated molecules are also called "paraffins," and they need little air for combustion. This is why you could start a Ford Model T by removing the spark



plugs, pouring some gas into each cylinder, replacing the plugs, and cranking the engine. Trying that with today's gasoline would hopelessly flood the Model T's engine because modern gas uses a lot of ring compounds (also called



flight test 1 knew precious little about



fuels. Now, after 28 years working in a refinery laboratory, fuel and 1 are



intimate friends. Today we aviators are confronted with many changes in fuel technology—autogas, 80 octane, 82UL, and the disappearance of 100LL and the uncertainty of possible substitutes for this widely used fuel. Just how are we to know, with confidence, which fuel is right for our aircraft? To answer this question and to understand the options, we need to know more about fuel than what color matches what grade of fuel. So



let's define the terms, delve into a bit of chemistry, look at some rules of thumb, touch on refinery processing, and look at the fuels aviation has used over the years.



Basic Chemistry Aviation fuel is a chemical compound, and any explanation of it needs to start in or around chemistry. Before you start to sweat or turn to the next article, let me assure you that chemistry is only as complicated as you want to make it. Chemistry is about atoms, and the Periodic Chart of Elements lists 103 of them, but we're interested in only two of them—carbon and hy58
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Let's define the terms, delve into a bit of chemistry, look at some rules of thumb, touch on refinery processing, and look at the fuels aviation has used over the years. "aromatics") that raise octane and enhance range. Modern gas needs much more air to burn it than its predecessors.



N or "normal" before the chemical name indicates that it's a straight chain compound. If "iso" precedes the chemical name, it means someStraight chain gasoline doesn't thing is attached to the second carcontribute highly to fuel economy bon atom in that chain, making that because the engine needs a richer specific molecule a branched chain. mixture to develop power. Early airIn the years before World War II craft powered by auto engines (like the need for higher performance and



the Ford-powered Pietenpol) had no



choice but to use straight chain gasoline because it was the only thing



higher compression aircraft engines led to the development of a higher performance fuel. To create this new



available, and this led to engines fuel, oil companies needed a new rewith large displacements, but low finery unit, an alkylation (or alky)



unit. In chemical terms, alkylation means putting together or building



horsepower. More Power



When naming molecules, the letter



up, and that's what the alky unit does with butalene, propalene, and



Ran ton finishes



isobutane.



Think of butalene and propalene



as butane and propane with some hydrogen missing. Because these molecules are not saturated, refiners



can bond them to the isobutane molecule with a catalyst (hydrofluoric acid). The resulting branched chain is mostly isooctane, the compound used in octane ratings as the



standard for 100-octane fuel. The alky unit also makes some other hydrocarbons, such as isopentane, normal butane, isoheptane,



and a host of other molecules. The combination of these molecules is called "alkylate," and it is used as the



high-octane component of auto fuel.
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100LL is a special fuel, and it makes up only about one tablespoon of every gallon of fuel of all types burned in the United States. : With the combination of all the other hydrocarbons in the mix, alkylate has an octane number around 95. And to turn alkylate into avgas you blend in toluene (or naphtha), organic dye, an additive package, and tetraethyl lead (TEL). Tetraethyl lead is an efficient octane booster because in the combustion chamber it slows down the flame front of the burning fuel-air mixture so it creates a steady and strong push to drive the piston toward bottom dead center instead of exploding instantaneously. This explosion (or "knock") of the fuelair m i x t u r e raises the i n t e r n a l cylinder pressure and temperature and puts great stress on the engine's internal parts, which could render the engine inoperative in a short time. Alkylate and TEL work wonderfully together because alkylate has a



high "sensitivity" for the octane booster, and a small amount of TEL goes a long way toward boosting the alkylate octane. How much TEL refiners add to the mixture of components mentioned regulates the fuels' octane and results in the different grades of avgas.



setting and comparing it to other liquid fuel standards. One of these standards is our friend isooctane (100 octane), which is the major component of alkylate and therefore the major component of avgas. Two engines measure the octane of autogas, and they are designed to give the lowest possible octane numOctane Explained ber by running the leanest mixture We talk often about the octane possible. The research engine simunumbers of fuel, but what exactly lates an automobile under city drivdoes "octane" mean. A fuel's octane ing conditions by running at 600 number is a measure of the burning rpm with an intake temperature quality of the gasoline. In other around 125°F. The motor engine words, does it go bang! or wooooosh? simulates highway driving condiBang! (low octane) means preigni- tions by running at 900 rpm with a tion or detonation, and wooooosh 300°F intake temperature. The oc(high octane) is the steady and tane numbers from each engine are strong burn that is necessary to run added together and then averaged an engine efficiently. to create a "road index." The octane number is measured Years ago autogas was designated by its research octane n u m b e r by running the fuel through a single-cylinder engine in a laboratory (which comes from the research, or city driving, enDistillation is not a new process. gine) because it Moonshiners used a still to make was the higher of alcohol from corn, and refiners the two ratings use distillation towers (see diaand sounded betgram page 62) to separate gasoter. Today, autogas line from crude oil. must be designated by the average of the two engines, which is why you see "R+M/2" on Wet rags for the pumps at the cooling gas station. This formula means "research octane
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plus motor octane number (MON) divided by 2 equals road index."
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The motor engine that measures autogas also measures the octane number of avgas,



and the MON is what's posted on the pump (or the fuel truck) at the airport. Back when two numbers designated the different grades of avgas, l i k e HO/87, MON was the



lower number (80 in this case).



The higher number indicated the rich octane number of aviation gasoline derived from another engine



called the "supercharged aviation



method." This engine has a 7.0 compression ratio and runs at 1800 rpm with a 225°F intake temperature, which closely approximates the speed of a radial engine under supercharged conditions. The idea of this analysis is to feed the engine the test fuel and make the mixture steadily richer



until the engine is so slobbering



rich that combustion deteriorates.



Obviously, this is the opposite idea



of the research and motor engines.



So 80/87 avgas is its rating lean and its rating rich.



The point is that a fuel's octane number isn't some liquid refiners can pour into a fuel to make it burn better. The octane number is a measurement derived by comparing gasoline to known liquid fuel standards and calculating the resultant relationship. There exists a molecule called



rameter relates to the amount of evaporation that is inherent in a fuel. If you pour avgas on one hand and autogas on the other, the hand covered with avgas w i l l get colder quicker because its volatility is higher than autogas. In other words, avgas evaporates more quickly. Running a distillation and a va-



straight chain molecule with an octane number of 19. How much of that do you want in your tank?



quality in a fuel and then calculates a correlation called volatility or TV/L 20. We want the fuel to vaporize completely in the intake manifold because it promotes complete combustion in the cylinder and retains any lubrication therein. The lighter the fuel, the easier it vaporizes, but the range or



"normal octane." It is a nine-carbon



Isooctane also has nine carbon



atoms, but its octane number is 100. Why the difference? Isooctane is a branched chain hydrocarbon, a chain that typically is high in octane and burns clean. (Lighter fluid



is another example of a branched chain hydrocarbon.) Volatile Measurement Volatility is another measurement of



a gasoline's performance. This pa-



por pressure analysis measures this



mileage will suffer. A heavier fuel will take you farther and lose less in evaporation. A distillation analysis is a "fingerprint" of the hydrocarbon mixture being analyzed, and the American
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Butane and Lighter



Straight run gasoline



in its holding tank. Vapor Pressure Vapor pressure is a different specification, and a bottle of champagne is



the best way to think of it. Pulling the cork releases the pressure in the bottle, and perhaps some of the con-



Naphtha



Crude oil
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Light gas oil



Heavy gas oil



Straight run residue



Distillation tower



Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Manual, which gives the accepted analyses the oil industry uses to assess its midstream and final products, calls it Method D-86. Think of this analysis as a separation of molecules by boiling point. Distillation is not a new process. Moonshiners used a still to make alcohol from corn, and refiners use distillation towers to separate gasoline from crude oil. In the laboratory analysis, a 100 milliliter sample of f u e l is i n t r o d u c e d i n t o a boiling flask and heated so that the resulting vapors, which are condensed and collected, accumulate at the rate of 5 ml/min. By recording the percent of hydrocarbon recovered and the t e m p e r a t u r e at each 5 milliliter mark, a graph can 62
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be drawn to show the characteristic curve of the fuel. The first drop to elute is called the initial boiling point (IBP), which denotes the lightest hydrocarbon in the fuel—and its engine starting quality. The highest temperature observed is the end point (EP), which is indicative of the heaviest hydrocarbon in the mix and a measure of the fuel's possible range. The heavier the fuel, the higher the EP and the longer you can go on a measured load. By looking at the distillation curve, it can be ascertained whether the boiling points for a specific product are within proper specification. If the curve is out of these limits, the refiner can adjust the unit making the product or adjust the fuel blend



tents. This happens because the carbon dioxide (CC>2) dissolved in the champagne turns to a vapor when the pressure changes. Under pressure, CO2 liquefies, but liquid CO2 resumes its gaseous state when heated or under reduced pressure. The same is true of any liquid, including water. In a vacuum water boils at room temperature. In other words, to keep any vapor dissolved in a liquid the system must be under pressure and/or cooled to a specific temperature. Gasoline contains many different hydrocarbons, and each has its own vapor pressure that contributes to the liquid's total pressure. The Reid vapor pressure (RVP) analysis measures this pressure and is named for the German chemist who developed it in 1927. (In 1930 ASTM published this procedure for determining the vapor pressure of gasoline, crude oil, and other volatile petroleum products as Method D-3 23.) By design, RVP is a measurement against barometric pressure that uses an apparatus having two thick metal chambers attached to a gauge. These sample and expansion chambers are immersed in 100°F water, and the pressure is allowed to rise for a measured time. Then the apparatus is removed from the water, inverted, shaken, and replaced in the water. The analysis repeats this procedure until the pressure on the gauge is stable. So, by definition, Reid vapor pressure is measured and reported at 100°F. For edification, I once completed an RVP analysis and noted the result as 13.5 psi at 100°F. Then I plunged the apparatus into an ice water bath. After another round of removing, shaking, and replacing the apparatus u n t i l the RVP was stable, I



recorded the RVIJ at 32°K—1.1-5 psi. No wonder airplanes and autos have a hard time starting when it's cold. A winter-grade gasoline had a tough time vaporizing at that cold temperature. What would the RVP have been at 10°F? The vapor pressure of avgas is less than 7.5 psi at 100°F, and this should help explain why it's important to preheat the engine when it's cold. It not only improves lubrication, it helps to warm the fuel so it will vaporize to create the fuel-air mixture.



Avgas Concoction Looking at all the aforementioned ingredients and parameters that come together to make avgas, making it involves more than distilling crude oil and adding some dye. The fluid we burn in our airplane engines is a branched hydrocarbon that is colorless. The burning quality of this fuel is governed by its chemical structure and the amount of octane booster, namely tetraethyl lead, added to it. Alkylate, the major component of
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avgas, has a high "sensitivity" to TEL, and adding slight amounts of this booster makes it easy to obtain high octane numbers. But octane is a measurement, not some magic liquid added to any fuel. And this is why creating a replacement for 100LL, which still contains TEL, is such a challenge. The distillation of this product is a fingerprint of its chemical structure and blend of components. The vapor pressure of any fuel is a measure of its chemical structure and any other component that may be added to make the final product. Remember that any RVP is based on 100°F and may not be representative of the pressure f o u n d in your fuel t a n k at any other temperature. The lighter a fuel is, the faster it will evaporate and the higher its volatility. Heavier fuels will take you farther and lose less in evaporation. So you see, there's more to avgas than just knowing the colors of each fuel grade. Many years of research and trials have gone before us in order to make it safe and efficient to fly our airplanes using the avgas we know today. 100LL is a special fuel, and it makes up only about one tablespoon of every gallon of fuel of all types burned in the United States. This means there is a price for this precious commodity and special segregation and handling procedures. The next time you sump your tanks and check the fuel quality and quantity, remember all the chemistry and blending that has gone into this product. Understanding



how fuel becomes fuel won't make your airplane fly any faster, but it will give you an added dimension to



your knowledge and appreciation for how much work and planning has gone into making a fuel that we



can use for our enjoyment of aviation. (And why creating an unleaded 100 octane fuel isn't as simple as you might think.)



Now, tell me all you know about



the fuel system! 64
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